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Memorandum

TO: SAC (137-1650)

FROM: SA RICHARD A. SMALLWOOD

SUBJECT: TOM SKRNICH

Date: 11/26/63

Dates of Contact:

11/23/63

Titles and File #s on which contacted:

ASSASSINATION OR PRES. JOHN F. KENNEDY AT DALLAS, TEX. 11/22/63

89-69

Purpose and results of contact:

NEGATIVE

Informant was contacted concerning JACK RUBY and LEE HARVEY OSWALD and advised that he did not know either of these individuals and had no knowledge of their having ever been in this area. They said he knew of contact in this area by either of RUBY or OSWALD.

(No CB to sub. file as CB filing tel. sent.)

All information contained herein is unclassified.

Date 7-13-63 by 9803 O11096

Informant certified that he has furnished all information obtained by him since last contact.

Rating: VERY GOOD

Coverage: GAMBLING
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